The paper proposes to derive some new poverty indices which depend on aging classes. We also give some properties of it and show the connection between economic measure and new poverty measures these based on the concept of reversed residual incomes. In addition, the characterization of Pareto distribution based on new poverty functions is obtained. Furthermore, the stochastic orderings of new poverty indices are studied and their properties. In addition, the weighted poverty gap indices and stochastic dominance which involve the concept of inactivity incomes and its features are studied.
Introduction
represents the proportion of the poor. The poverty is then quantified in term of the proportion of the poor people and their income inequality (see Atkinson [1] , Foster and Shorrocks [2, 3] and Belzunce et al. [4] ).
The difference between the poverty line θ and individual income i y is defined as the poverty gap, i P , where it depends on uniform distribution. In many cases, the distribution of income is not uniform distribution.
There are some related aging classes which related to ( ) The first goal of this study is to introduce new poverty indices which depend on distribution function of income in general cases, i.e., the distribution of income may be not uniform such as exponential or Pareto distribution and so on. Moreover, these indices consider as right truncated distribution. In addition, the second goal of this paper is spread out the usefulness of ( ) θ X r by relating it to new poverty gap indices. The study of the poverty measures (poverty gap and the poverty severity) based on the concept of reversed residual incomes are defined in Section 2. We also give some properties of it and show the relationship between Lorenz curve and new poverty measures these based on the concept of reversed residual incomes. In addition, the characterization of Pareto distribution based on new poverty functions is obtained. Section 3 consists of a through the study of the stochastic dominance of new poverty measures. The last section provides the weighted poverty gap function and stochastic dominance which involve the concept of inactivity incomes and its features are studied.
The Poverty Measures Functions
Let 0 ≥ X be the random variable expresses the income of individuals with an absolutely continuous distribution function
is satisfying M. To compare the distribution of income of different countries at the same time we may be used lorenz curve that is introduced by Lorenz [12] , and it is also, defined by Gastwirth [13] 
is twice differentiable and is strictly convex on (0,1) as 
Hence by (2.3) the required result (1) follows.
In addition, when ( ) 
Then the required result (3) follows.
Assume Eq. (2.9) holds, and according to Arnold [15] , we obtain: (2.6) gives the needed result (3).
Next, we consider a new measure of the poverty that takes the variations in the distribution of welfare amongst the poor into account. It is defined as the severity of poverty. Let 0 ≥ X be a random variable denote an income below level θ with cumulative distribution function ( ) . X F . In many economic problems, there are attention to the following random variable:
The severity of the poverty (SP) of the poor people is defined as ( )
By using integration by parts, we can conclude that:
Now, we can define new class of the severity as follows:
A random variable X is said to have increasing (decreasing) the poverty severity, IPS (DPS), if 
where θ is a poverty line. It can be written as
There is important notice that reversed mean residual lifetime ordering is same of new poverty index, that is introduced in above definition where, if we suppose 
According (3.1), we can say that the poverty gap order is closed under convolution.
(iv). 
According (3.2), we can say that pg ≤ is closed under mixture.
The lower and higher bounds for mixture weights of two distributions by using RPF ordered are studied in the next result. 
Also, let U u , V u and Z u denote the right endpoints of the supports of the corresponding random variables U, V and Z respectively, and 
The Weighted Poverty Gap
Among the key causes, or at least correlates, of poverty is hours worked (H), according to Borjas [18] 
, α and β are parameters and θ is poverty line. The random variable H X is called the weighted version of X, and its distribution is: 
Now, we can be defined ( ) as the rate of increase in equality per pound squared, as income is transmitted through income level x from poorer to richer individuals (see for more details, Di Crescenzo [19] , Solon [20] , Barrett and Salles [21] and Ichino et al. [22] ). Also, by using (2.1), (4.2) and (4.4) we have the weight PG function
In the following examples, we illustrate the weighted poverty gap functions for some important income distributions.
Example 4.1 (The Pareto II distribution).
The Pareto II distribution is important for studying the growth rate of income poor. Lomax [23] suggested pdf of the Pareto II distribution as:
In addition, the cumulative distribution function of 
Thus, the weight poverty gap function is given by where ( ) ( )( ) ( )
. Therefore, the weight poverty gap function is given by , then lemma 4.1(ii) still holds, but lemma 4.1(i) holds with inequality reversed (cf. Nanda and Jain [26] ).
The following theorem shows that for ( ) x H F increasing in x, the weighted random variables and the original random variable are ordered with respect to RH ordering. The importance and the role of power distribution in basic income studies is introduced by Dimaki and Xekalaki [27] . In the next example, we characterization pg ≤ for power distribution based on a relationship 
